Much more than merely a place to hang his hat, the
sportsman’s home is a reflection of his soul—no doubt
a manifestation of his pursuit of wild things. Per Ben
Franklin: “A house is not a home unless it contains food
and fire for the mind as well as the body.” It’s not only a
gathering place for colleagues and comrades, but a milieu
for stories; written, read, and told—both an inspirational
launch pad and refuge. Join us on the following tour of
homes that truly epitomize the sporting life.
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Lone View Ranch

A rustic and spacious home with views as grand as the big Montana sky
Photography by Saul Creative
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one View Ranch is a recreational gem within
Montana’s large, diverse, and exceptionally
appealing Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.
Trophy elk and an abundance of wildlife roam
the 2,631-acre ranch. This backcountry is accessed by foot or
horseback and adjoins the wilderness known as “Cowboy
Heaven” with numerous streams and lakes. Additionally,
there is world-class fishing on the Madison and Gallatin
rivers and in Yellowstone Park.
The ranch sits in an ideal location near the Madison River
bordering Lee Metcalf Wilderness Area and the resort
communities of Ennis and Big Sky. The property is accessible
from a private road that connects Ennis and the Madison Valley
to the premier resort area of Big Sky 13 miles to the east.
Altogether, the property is laced with 16 miles of ranch roads.
Lone View Ranch offers spectacular vistas in every direction.
The custom log home and its extended outdoor living spaces
immerse one in the incredible palate of Montana wildlife,
fauna, and vistas. Even with the vast landscapes of the Rocky
Mountain West, it is a challenge to find a property that

encompasses all of the criteria most often cited by buyers
including: convenient access, well watered, wildlife abundance,
on-site sporting and recreation, private access, year-round
accessibility, proximity to urban conveniences, topographic
diversity, and gorgeous scenery.
Rarely do properties come on the market blessed with
virtually all of the amenities that comprise greatness. These
properties remain in family hands for generations, and if
eventually destined for sale, they often transfer quietly into
the hands of friends or neighbors who have coveted the
property over time.
In real estate parlance, these are known as legacy properties
and The Lone View Ranch is such a place. It boasts all of the
attributes mentioned above and many additional ones.
Furthermore, it is just a short drive from Ennis, Montana, and
it adjoins Moonlight Basin, with private entrance to the resort
and the Big Sky Resort communities. The resort offers allseason recreation opportunities from golf to world-class
downhill and cross-country skiing.
For more information visit livewaterproperties.com. n

A massive river rock fireplace
frames one end of the living room
at Lone View Ranch. The big picture
windows offer a spectacular view of
Fan Mountain. Right: This section of
the room displays African and North
American game mounts on a log
wall. Opposite: A split-log stairway
leads up to the media room and two
guest rooms beneath a lofty ceiling of
knotty pine.
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